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Once upon a time…
There was no standard for hardware specification language. 

Users of formal verification tools by different 
companies used different languages. 

CBV

Sugar
Forspec

Temporal e
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It was decided to have a Standard!
A committee consisting of over 30 people 
was formed.

Including leading people from the 
academia: Ed Clarke, Allen Emerson, and 
Moshe Vardi.

70 requirements where collected 

74 examples of industry properties 
were expressed in the 4 languages
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It was decided to pick one as a basis

CBV Sugar Forspec Temporal e

Phase 1: pick 2 out of the 4 by vote.


Phase 2: the 2 selected should modify 
according to changes.


Then final vote.


CBV Sugar

Sugar

Phase 3: rename as PSL  
Refine.


PSL = Property 

Specifica
tion  

Langauge
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1994 Industrial model checkers in use

2000 Standardization effort begins at Accellera

2001 Sugar selected as a basis for standardization.

2004 PSL 1.1 is an official Accellera standard

2005 Standardization effort moved to IEEE

2006 IEEE standard PSL was approved

Landmarks in PSL Standardization
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Major changes from Sugar to PSL

Move from branching  
to linear time 

Partition to layers: 
Boolean layer 
Temporal layer 
Modeling layer 

Verification layer

Verilog  
SystemVerilog 

SystemC 
VHDL 
GDL

&&  
&& 
 && 
and 
&

Addition of Flavors:
: 
: 
: 
to 
..

CTL LTL

d = 010 ∧ ¬b
G(r → Fa)

Vardi  

Maidl
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Major features of PSL

Clock / Sampling 
operator Local 

Variables


Reset / Abort 
operator

Truncated 

Paths

Strong & Weak 
REs distinction

Regular 
expressions  

& the triggers op 
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1994 Syntactic sugaring added to CTL


1995 Regular expr & triggers op 


2001 Moved to linear-time semantics 


2003 Truncated paths, reset ops, clock op


2005 Weak regular expressions


2008 Local Variables 


2006

Landmarks in PSL Language Development
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IEEE-1

850

SVA
IEEE-1

800

From LTL to PSL

CTL

LTLChapter 2
4 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What makes a spec lang good?

Expressiveness

Possible to 
state what 
you want!
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LTL is as expressive as star-free   -regular expressions. 
 
 
 
 
 

The following property cannot be stated in LTL         : 
 

!11

Expressive Power

ω

p holds on every even tick        

[Wol83]

      -regular expr.ω

Star-free  
    -regular expr.ω

LTL
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Expressive Power

      -regular expr.ω

Star-free  
    -regular expr.ω

LTL

First-order  
logic

Aperiodic  
languages

Counter-free  
Buchi Automata 

Very weak  
alternating  
automata 

 
Buchi  

Automata 

S1S

[DG08]

LTL extended 
w. triggers op  
(& reg expr.) 

LTL extended 
w. aut. connectives

[VW94] LTL extended 
w. fix point ops 

[BB87]

Quantified  
 LTL (QPTL)

[KP95]
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Major features of PSL

Regular 
expressions  

& the triggers op 

The triggers op

The triggers op was added to Sugar, when it was still CTL based [BBL98] 

Only later Sugar moved to linear time [BBEFGR01] 

The triggers operator (and its dual “follows-by”) are reminiscent of the modalities  

obtained in the extension of Propositional Dynamic Logic with Regular Programs [FL78]
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Let r be a regular expression, j a formula of LTL extended with suffix implication and its dual,
and w an infinite word over S = 2P.

• w |= r ! j () 8 j if w(0.. j) 2 L(r) then w( j..) |= j
• w |= r }! j () 9 j s.t. w(0.. j) 2 L(r) and w( j..) |= j

• All other LTL operators are as usual.

Fig. 2 Semantics of LTL extended with suffix implication [6, 7, 8, 44, 45, 46, 47] and its dual

Theorem 1 ([6, 52]). Let L be an w-regular language. Then there exists a formula
j of LTL extended with suffix implication such that [[j]] = L.

Using suffix implication, we can express the property that p holds on every even
position as follows:

((TRUE,TRUE)⇤) !p (1)

Although suffix implication extends the expressive power to that of w-regular
languages, expressive power is not the only issue. In order to make suffix implica-
tion really useful to users, we must provide syntactic support for commonly needed
patterns. These are the subjects of the following sub-sections.

2.2 Adding Succintness

2.2.1 Counting

The User’s Point of View Consider the property expressing that if a request is
acknowledged (signal ack is asserted four to six cycles after req is asserted, and in
the meantime signal busy is asserted), then signal busy should remain asserted until
done holds. This property can be expressed as follows in LTL:

G (req ! X(busy ! X(busy ! X(busy ! X((ack ! [busy U done])^ (2)
(busy ! X((ack ! [busy U done])^ (busy ! X(ack ! [busy U done])))))))))

However, increase “four to six cycles” and the property soon becomes unwieldy.
Thus the user would like there to be an easier way.

Bare suffix implication is not much help. We could use three separate formulas,
or we could use the regular expression union operator [ (distinguished from U,
denoting the strong until operator) to write:

G ((req · ((busy ·busy ·busy) [ (busy ·busy ·busy ·busy) [
(busy ·busy ·busy ·busy ·busy)) ·ack) ![busy U done]) (3)

However, add the ability to count and Formulas 2 and 3 can be expressed much
more clearly. Let · and ⇤ denote concatenation and Kleene star, respectively, let the

aka Suffix 

Implicatio
n The triggers operator
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reg. 
expr.

the 

trigge
rs 

op
PSL 

formula

Semantics:
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if then

true

req

ack

start

busy

end

[ * ]⇒|⋅true ⋅ ⋅ ⋅[ * ] busy endstartreq ack{ } { }

The triggers operator
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if then

if then

true
req

ack
start

busy

end

The triggers operator
[ * ]⇒|⋅true ⋅ ⋅ ⋅[ * ] busy endstartreq ack{ } { }
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The triggers operator

Functional Specification of Hardware via Temporal Logic 5
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p holds on every even tick        

Theorem: 
   LTL extended with the triggers op             

is as expressive  
as the     -regular languages 

 

ω

[AFF+02]
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What makes a spec lang good?

Expressiveness

Succinctness
Possible to 
state what 
you want!

With as few 
words as 
possible!
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until 
until!  
until_ 
until!_ 

Derived operators

before 
before!  
before_ 
before!_ 

next! 
next  
next![n] 
next[n]

next_e![m..n] 
next_e[m..n]  
next_a![m..n] 
next_a![m..n]

next_event! 
next_event 
next_event![n] 
next_event[n]

next_event_e![m..n] 
next_event_e[m..n]  
next_event_a![m..n] 
next_event_a![m..n]

b[*] 
b[+] 
b[*i] 
b[*i..j] 
b[*i..inf]

b[=i] 
b[=i..j] 
b[=i..inf]

b[->i] 
b[->i..j] 
b[->i..inf]

etc. et
c. etc.r1 && r2 

r1 & r2 
r1 || r2 
r1   r2 
r1   r2

⋅
⊙
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if then

1 2    3    4    5    6 7 8

true

req

ack

start

data
end

[ = 8]⇒|⋅true ⋅ ⋅ ⋅[ * ] data endstartreq ack{ } { }

A lot of syntactic Sugaring
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Adding Succinctness - Counting Ops

Theorem: 
    Regular expressions with counting operators 

   are doubly-exponentially more succinct than DFAs        
and exponentially more succinct than NFAs  

and regular expressions.  
 

reg-expr with counting 

NFAs reg-expr

DFAs

2exp
exp exp

[KT03, G08]
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Most operators of PSL do not add expressive power


But they are not derived operators

!22

Succinctness is more than Derived Ops

SERE Intersection


Past operators: ended()


Abort operators


Clock operator


Local variables 
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Major features of PSL

Strong & Weak 
REs distinction
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Distinguishing Weak and Strong REs

Using only REs?

6 Cindy Eisner and Dana Fisman

repetition operator r[⇤k] abbreviate r concatenated to itself k times, and let r[⇤i.. j]
abbreviate

S j
k=i r[⇤k]. Then we can write simply:

G ((req ·busy[⇤3..5] ·ack) ![busy U done]) (4)

The user would like counting operators, so that Formula 2 can be expressed simply
as Formula 4. Other desirable counting operators are the goto repetition operator
b[! k], abbreviating (¬b⇤ ·b)[⇤k] and discussed in the next sub-section, and the
non-consecutive repetition operator, b[= k], abbreviating (¬b⇤ ·b)[⇤k] ·¬b⇤.

Semantic Issues Counting operators are simple syntactic sugar, and as such do not
add expressive power. However, they do affect succintness.

Theorem 2 ([33, 50]). Regular expressions with counting operators are doubly-
exponential more succinct than DFAs and exponentially more succinct than stan-
dard regular expressions and NFAs.

2.2.2 First match

The User’s Point of View Consider the properties “the first occurence of ack after
every req is followed by gnt”. In LTL this would be

G (req ! X[¬ack U (ack^Xgnt)]) (5)

The user would like a more direct way to express this. Using the goto operator, b[!],
abbreviating ¬b⇤b and supported by both PSL and SVA, achieves this as follows:

G ((req ·ack[!]) !(gnt)) (6)

Semantic Issues The goto operator is a kind of counting operator, and like the
repetition operators of the previous sub-section, designating the ith occurrence of
a Boolean expression is achieved through syntactic sugaring: b[! i] abbreviates
(¬b⇤b)[⇤i]. SVA includes as well the first match operator, denoted here by FM(r),
designating the first occurrence of a regular expression. First match adds succint-
ness, but does not add expressive power. On the other hand, while intuitive, its
semantics is not easily derived from other operators, so it is more than syntactic
sugar.

Formally, L(FM(r)) = {w 2L(r) | w = uv and u 2L(r) implies that v = e}. The
origin of first match is in [60], which provides also the fail operator, capturing the
set of shortest words w such that w is not in L(r). Formally, L(FAIL(r)) = {w /2
L(r) | w = uv and u /2 L(r) implies that v = e}. Intuitively, L(FM(r)) is the set of
shortest words in L(r) (“good prefixes”) and L(FAIL(r)) is the set of shortest words
with no extension in L(r) (“bad prefixes”). These operators raise issues related to the
distinction between bad prefixes and informative prefixes and the related complexity
issues – see Section 4.3.

Functional Specification of Hardware via Temporal Logic 9

As long as regular expressions are available, many users prefer to avoid LTL com-
pletely. Can we use regular expressions to formulate the right hand side of For-
mula 12 as well? The regular expression (busy⇤ ·done) seems a good candidate to
represent the right hand side. But in LTL, it is possible to distinguish between the
formula [busy U done], using the strong until operator, requiring done to eventually
hold, and the formula [busy W done], using the weak until operator, which holds
also if done never holds and busy holds forever.

Thus the user would like a syntax distinguishing between strong and weak ver-
sions of a regular expression. Using r! to denote a strong regular expression, For-
mula 4 can be rephrased as follows:

G (req ·busy[⇤3..5] ·ack) !(busy⇤ ·done)! (13)

Similarly, the weak version of Formula 12:

G (req ·busy[⇤3..5] ·ack) ![busy W done] (14)

can be rephrased as follows, where r (vs. r!) denotes a weak regular expression:

G (req ·busy[⇤3..5] ·ack) !(busy⇤ ·done) (15)

Semantic Issues The intended semantics of a strong regular expression is clear.
An infinite word satisfies a strong regular expression if it has a prefix in the lan-
guage of the regular expression. For a weak regular expression, roughly speaking,
we would like to say that we can get stuck in an infinite loop of a starred subexpres-
sion. Intuitively, this seems to require that every prefix of the observed word has
some extension in the language of the regular expression.

While initially pleasing, this does not give the desired semantics. To see why,
recall that we want the weak regular expression (busy⇤ ·done) to be equivalent to
[busy W done] and the weak regular expression (busy⇤ · FALSE) to be equivalent to
[busy W FALSE]. However, using the definition that every prefix has some exten-
sion in the language of the regular expression works for (busy⇤ ·done) but not for
(busy⇤ · FALSE), whose language is empty over the alphabet 2P. Note that FALSE
can be replaced with a complicated unsatisfiable formula, and so the situation is not
necessarily easy to identify syntactically.

The >,? approach, proposed in [25], shown in Figure 3 and adopted by PSL
1850-2005 [44] and SVA [46, 47], addresses this issue (see also Section 4.2). The
idea is that > and ? are special letters, with the following properties: > satisfies
any Boolean expression, including FALSE, and ? satisfies no Boolean expression,
including TRUE. The inductive definition of the temporal logic makes the word >w

satisfy every temporal logic formula, whereas ?w satisfies no temporal formula.
This way, we can talk about extension without the need to worry about unsatisfiable
eventualities of a regular expression.

Let r be a regular expression (but not a SERE, see below). Under the >,? se-
mantics, r! and r are related in the same way as other pairs of strong and weak LTL
operators [22] . In analogy to the safety and liveness components of a formula [2, 3],
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Is it weak or strong?
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guage of the regular expression. For a weak regular expression, roughly speaking,
we would like to say that we can get stuck in an infinite loop of a starred subexpres-
sion. Intuitively, this seems to require that every prefix of the observed word has
some extension in the language of the regular expression.

While initially pleasing, this does not give the desired semantics. To see why,
recall that we want the weak regular expression (busy⇤ ·done) to be equivalent to
[busy W done] and the weak regular expression (busy⇤ · FALSE) to be equivalent to
[busy W FALSE]. However, using the definition that every prefix has some exten-
sion in the language of the regular expression works for (busy⇤ ·done) but not for
(busy⇤ · FALSE), whose language is empty over the alphabet 2P. Note that FALSE
can be replaced with a complicated unsatisfiable formula, and so the situation is not
necessarily easy to identify syntactically.

The >,? approach, proposed in [25], shown in Figure 3 and adopted by PSL
1850-2005 [44] and SVA [46, 47], addresses this issue (see also Section 4.2). The
idea is that > and ? are special letters, with the following properties: > satisfies
any Boolean expression, including FALSE, and ? satisfies no Boolean expression,
including TRUE. The inductive definition of the temporal logic makes the word >w

satisfy every temporal logic formula, whereas ?w satisfies no temporal formula.
This way, we can talk about extension without the need to worry about unsatisfiable
eventualities of a regular expression.

Let r be a regular expression (but not a SERE, see below). Under the >,? se-
mantics, r! and r are related in the same way as other pairs of strong and weak LTL
operators [22] . In analogy to the safety and liveness components of a formula [2, 3],
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This way, we can talk about extension without the need to worry about unsatisfiable
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clock cycle. In the early days of hardware model checking, designs typically had a
single clock, and tools that built the model from the source code (written in some
Hardware Description Language, or HDL) would abstract away the clock cycle, as-
suming that a clock cycle corresponded to a single step in time of the model. Thus,
the following LTL formula:

G(p ! X q) (16)

was used to express the property “globally, if p then at the next clock cycle, q”.
Modern hardware designs, however, are typically based on multiple clocks. In

such a design, for instance, some memory elements may be clocked with clka, while
others are clocked with clkb. In such a case, clock cycles cannot be considered to
be atomic – the clock cycles of clka and clkb might overlap, and the nature of
their interaction affects the behavior of the design in important ways. Thus tools
that build the model cannot abstract away a clock cycle, and it becomes necessary
for the formula to mention the clock signal explicitly. Another complication is that
clocking is often done on the edge of a clock, resulting in what is termed an edge-
triggered design. A positive edge means a point in time when the clock has just risen
from 0 to 1, and a negative edge means a point in time when the clock has just fallen
from 1 to 0.

The User’s Point of View Consider the property “globally, if p at a positive edge
of clock clka, then at the next positive edge of clka, q”. In LTL, this is:

G (¬clka ! X((clka^ p)! (17)
X[(¬(¬clka^ X clka)) W (¬clka^ X (clka^q))])

Using suffix implication and the goto operator (see Section 2.2.2), we can make it
slightly more readable, as follows:

G (((clka^ p)[!] ·¬clka[!] ·clka[!]) !q) (18)

However, taking the clock signal into consideration in each formula quickly be-
comes unwieldy. Thus the user would like a clock operator, allowing the behavior
relative to the clock to be expressed more directly as, for instance:

G(p ! X q)@(posedge clka) (19)

Semantic Issues Intuitively, the purpose of the clock operator is to define a pro-
jection onto those letters where the clock holds (or transitions, in the case of edge-
triggered designs). For example, consider the trace shown in Figure 7. The hardware
designer understands the x-axis as time; the value of each signal is indicated by a
waveform – low indicates a value of 0, and high indicates a value of 1. Formally, we
view each point in time as a letter from the alphabet 2P, mapping the atomic propo-
sitions p, q, etc. to either 0 or 1. The projection of the trace onto those points in time
where clka has a positive edge results in a trace consisting of three points in time,
shown shaded in the figure. Formula 19 holds on the full trace because Formula 16
holds on the projection.
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clock cycle. In the early days of hardware model checking, designs typically had a
single clock, and tools that built the model from the source code (written in some
Hardware Description Language, or HDL) would abstract away the clock cycle, as-
suming that a clock cycle corresponded to a single step in time of the model. Thus,
the following LTL formula:

G(p ! X q) (16)

was used to express the property “globally, if p then at the next clock cycle, q”.
Modern hardware designs, however, are typically based on multiple clocks. In

such a design, for instance, some memory elements may be clocked with clka, while
others are clocked with clkb. In such a case, clock cycles cannot be considered to
be atomic – the clock cycles of clka and clkb might overlap, and the nature of
their interaction affects the behavior of the design in important ways. Thus tools
that build the model cannot abstract away a clock cycle, and it becomes necessary
for the formula to mention the clock signal explicitly. Another complication is that
clocking is often done on the edge of a clock, resulting in what is termed an edge-
triggered design. A positive edge means a point in time when the clock has just risen
from 0 to 1, and a negative edge means a point in time when the clock has just fallen
from 1 to 0.

The User’s Point of View Consider the property “globally, if p at a positive edge
of clock clka, then at the next positive edge of clka, q”. In LTL, this is:

G (¬clka ! X((clka^ p)! (17)
X[(¬(¬clka^ X clka)) W (¬clka^ X (clka^q))])

Using suffix implication and the goto operator (see Section 2.2.2), we can make it
slightly more readable, as follows:

G (((clka^ p)[!] ·¬clka[!] ·clka[!]) !q) (18)

However, taking the clock signal into consideration in each formula quickly be-
comes unwieldy. Thus the user would like a clock operator, allowing the behavior
relative to the clock to be expressed more directly as, for instance:

G(p ! X q)@(posedge clka) (19)

Semantic Issues Intuitively, the purpose of the clock operator is to define a pro-
jection onto those letters where the clock holds (or transitions, in the case of edge-
triggered designs). For example, consider the trace shown in Figure 7. The hardware
designer understands the x-axis as time; the value of each signal is indicated by a
waveform – low indicates a value of 0, and high indicates a value of 1. Formally, we
view each point in time as a letter from the alphabet 2P, mapping the atomic propo-
sitions p, q, etc. to either 0 or 1. The projection of the trace onto those points in time
where clka has a positive edge results in a trace consisting of three points in time,
shown shaded in the figure. Formula 19 holds on the full trace because Formula 16
holds on the projection.
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Fig. 7 A trace, showing time on the x-axis. The shaded points in time show the projection of the
trace onto the positive edge of clka.

When we turn to formalize this intuition, we are confronted with two issues. First,
hardware clocks do not “accumulate”. That is, we want a nested clock operator
to have the effect of “changing the projection”, rather than further projecting the
projected word. This means that while projection is a useful intuition, we cannot
simply define that w |= j@c () w0 |= j , where w0 is the projection of w onto
those letters where c holds, because doing so would mean that we lose the ability to
later “change the projection” of the original word w.

Second, we must define what happens if the clock “stops ticking”. For example,
on an infinite word w such that c holds on w(0) but on no other letter, do we want
(X j)@c to hold or not? Thus, the addition of clocks introduces problems similar
to those of defining LTL semantics for finite words. And not only may the projection
of an infinite word be finite, it may be empty as well.

Early attempts to deal with these issues [6, 18] defined two kinds of clocks, strong
and weak, which behaved differently on finite and empty words. Doing so resulted
in semantics that suffered from various weaknesses, for instance that a liveness for-
mula may hold on some word w, but not on an extension ww0, or that the formula
(F p)^ (G q) cannot be satisfactorily clocked for a finite word.

The semantics of [26], adopted by PSL and SVA and shown in Figure 8, solves
these problems. In it, the issues of finite and empty words are cleanly separated from
the clock operator, whose only role is to define a projection, and nesting of clock
operators has the effect of changing the projection. The issue of the semantics on a
finite or empty projection is solved by taking the strength from the formula itself,
and to this end, there are strong and weak versions of every operator and of Boolean
expressions. While the idea of strong and weak clocks has disappeared from PSL and
SVA, the issues raised by a clock that stops ticking are manifested in the concept of
a truncated path, and dealt with by the truncated semantics discussed in Section 4.

Note that the semantics are defined for j@c, where c is a Boolean expression.
Edge-triggered designs are supported by defining that posedge clk is equivalent to
ended(¬clk⇤ ·clk) and similarly that negedge clk is equivalent to ended(clk⇤ ·¬clk)
(see Section 2.2.5).
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clock cycle. In the early days of hardware model checking, designs typically had a
single clock, and tools that built the model from the source code (written in some
Hardware Description Language, or HDL) would abstract away the clock cycle, as-
suming that a clock cycle corresponded to a single step in time of the model. Thus,
the following LTL formula:

G(p ! X q) (16)

was used to express the property “globally, if p then at the next clock cycle, q”.
Modern hardware designs, however, are typically based on multiple clocks. In

such a design, for instance, some memory elements may be clocked with clka, while
others are clocked with clkb. In such a case, clock cycles cannot be considered to
be atomic – the clock cycles of clka and clkb might overlap, and the nature of
their interaction affects the behavior of the design in important ways. Thus tools
that build the model cannot abstract away a clock cycle, and it becomes necessary
for the formula to mention the clock signal explicitly. Another complication is that
clocking is often done on the edge of a clock, resulting in what is termed an edge-
triggered design. A positive edge means a point in time when the clock has just risen
from 0 to 1, and a negative edge means a point in time when the clock has just fallen
from 1 to 0.

The User’s Point of View Consider the property “globally, if p at a positive edge
of clock clka, then at the next positive edge of clka, q”. In LTL, this is:

G (¬clka ! X((clka^ p)! (17)
X[(¬(¬clka^ X clka)) W (¬clka^ X (clka^q))])

Using suffix implication and the goto operator (see Section 2.2.2), we can make it
slightly more readable, as follows:

G (((clka^ p)[!] ·¬clka[!] ·clka[!]) !q) (18)

However, taking the clock signal into consideration in each formula quickly be-
comes unwieldy. Thus the user would like a clock operator, allowing the behavior
relative to the clock to be expressed more directly as, for instance:

G(p ! X q)@(posedge clka) (19)

Semantic Issues Intuitively, the purpose of the clock operator is to define a pro-
jection onto those letters where the clock holds (or transitions, in the case of edge-
triggered designs). For example, consider the trace shown in Figure 7. The hardware
designer understands the x-axis as time; the value of each signal is indicated by a
waveform – low indicates a value of 0, and high indicates a value of 1. Formally, we
view each point in time as a letter from the alphabet 2P, mapping the atomic propo-
sitions p, q, etc. to either 0 or 1. The projection of the trace onto those points in time
where clka has a positive edge results in a trace consisting of three points in time,
shown shaded in the figure. Formula 19 holds on the full trace because Formula 16
holds on the projection.
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clock cycle. In the early days of hardware model checking, designs typically had a
single clock, and tools that built the model from the source code (written in some
Hardware Description Language, or HDL) would abstract away the clock cycle, as-
suming that a clock cycle corresponded to a single step in time of the model. Thus,
the following LTL formula:

G(p ! X q) (16)

was used to express the property “globally, if p then at the next clock cycle, q”.
Modern hardware designs, however, are typically based on multiple clocks. In

such a design, for instance, some memory elements may be clocked with clka, while
others are clocked with clkb. In such a case, clock cycles cannot be considered to
be atomic – the clock cycles of clka and clkb might overlap, and the nature of
their interaction affects the behavior of the design in important ways. Thus tools
that build the model cannot abstract away a clock cycle, and it becomes necessary
for the formula to mention the clock signal explicitly. Another complication is that
clocking is often done on the edge of a clock, resulting in what is termed an edge-
triggered design. A positive edge means a point in time when the clock has just risen
from 0 to 1, and a negative edge means a point in time when the clock has just fallen
from 1 to 0.

The User’s Point of View Consider the property “globally, if p at a positive edge
of clock clka, then at the next positive edge of clka, q”. In LTL, this is:

G (¬clka ! X((clka^ p)! (17)
X[(¬(¬clka^ X clka)) W (¬clka^ X (clka^q))])

Using suffix implication and the goto operator (see Section 2.2.2), we can make it
slightly more readable, as follows:

G (((clka^ p)[!] ·¬clka[!] ·clka[!]) !q) (18)

However, taking the clock signal into consideration in each formula quickly be-
comes unwieldy. Thus the user would like a clock operator, allowing the behavior
relative to the clock to be expressed more directly as, for instance:

G(p ! X q)@(posedge clka) (19)

Semantic Issues Intuitively, the purpose of the clock operator is to define a pro-
jection onto those letters where the clock holds (or transitions, in the case of edge-
triggered designs). For example, consider the trace shown in Figure 7. The hardware
designer understands the x-axis as time; the value of each signal is indicated by a
waveform – low indicates a value of 0, and high indicates a value of 1. Formally, we
view each point in time as a letter from the alphabet 2P, mapping the atomic propo-
sitions p, q, etc. to either 0 or 1. The projection of the trace onto those points in time
where clka has a positive edge results in a trace consisting of three points in time,
shown shaded in the figure. Formula 19 holds on the full trace because Formula 16
holds on the projection.
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Hardware Description Language, or HDL) would abstract away the clock cycle, as-
suming that a clock cycle corresponded to a single step in time of the model. Thus,
the following LTL formula:

G(p ! X q) (16)

was used to express the property “globally, if p then at the next clock cycle, q”.
Modern hardware designs, however, are typically based on multiple clocks. In

such a design, for instance, some memory elements may be clocked with clka, while
others are clocked with clkb. In such a case, clock cycles cannot be considered to
be atomic – the clock cycles of clka and clkb might overlap, and the nature of
their interaction affects the behavior of the design in important ways. Thus tools
that build the model cannot abstract away a clock cycle, and it becomes necessary
for the formula to mention the clock signal explicitly. Another complication is that
clocking is often done on the edge of a clock, resulting in what is termed an edge-
triggered design. A positive edge means a point in time when the clock has just risen
from 0 to 1, and a negative edge means a point in time when the clock has just fallen
from 1 to 0.

The User’s Point of View Consider the property “globally, if p at a positive edge
of clock clka, then at the next positive edge of clka, q”. In LTL, this is:

G (¬clka ! X((clka^ p)! (17)
X[(¬(¬clka^ X clka)) W (¬clka^ X (clka^q))])

Using suffix implication and the goto operator (see Section 2.2.2), we can make it
slightly more readable, as follows:

G (((clka^ p)[!] ·¬clka[!] ·clka[!]) !q) (18)

However, taking the clock signal into consideration in each formula quickly be-
comes unwieldy. Thus the user would like a clock operator, allowing the behavior
relative to the clock to be expressed more directly as, for instance:

G(p ! X q)@(posedge clka) (19)

Semantic Issues Intuitively, the purpose of the clock operator is to define a pro-
jection onto those letters where the clock holds (or transitions, in the case of edge-
triggered designs). For example, consider the trace shown in Figure 7. The hardware
designer understands the x-axis as time; the value of each signal is indicated by a
waveform – low indicates a value of 0, and high indicates a value of 1. Formally, we
view each point in time as a letter from the alphabet 2P, mapping the atomic propo-
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Let f , f1 and f2 be formulas in LTL extended with the clock operator @, let b and c be Boolean
expressions, and let w be a word over S = 2P. For finite word w, let w |=c tick denote that
w 2 L(¬c⇤ ·c).

• w |=c b () 8 j < |w| s.t. w(0.. j) |=c tick ,w( j) b
• w |=c b! () 9 j < |w| s.t. w(0.. j) |=c tick and w( j) b
• w |=c ¬ f () w |=/c f
• w |=c f1 ^ f2 () w |=c f1 and w |=c f2
• w |=c X! f () 9 j < k < |w| s.t. w(0.. j) |=c tick and w( j+1..k) |=c tick and

w(k..) |=c f
• w |=c [ f1 U f2] () 9k < |w| s.t. w(k) c and w(k..) |=c f2 and 8 j < k s.t. w( j) c,

w( j..) |=c f1
• w |=c f @c1 () w |=c1 f

Fig. 8 The strengthless clock [26] adopted by PSL and SVA, where the “initial” clock context is
defined to be c = TRUE. The semantics of clocked regular expressions are in the same spirit, but
not shown for brevity. The interested reader is referred to [44, 45, 46, 47].

In the following, let |= denote the traditional semantics of LTL, augmented in
the obvious way to support strong and weak next operators and strong and weak
Boolean expressions on finite and empty as well as infinite words.

Theorem 7 ([26]). 1 Let f be a formula in LTL augmented with strong and weak
next operators and strong and weak propositions, let c be a Boolean expression and
w an infinite, finite, or empty word. Let w|c denote the word obtained from w after
leaving only the letters that satisfy c, and let |=c be as defined in Figure 8. Then

w |=c f if and only if w|c |= f

Note that Theorem 7 refers to unclocked formulas, thus shows that intuition regard-
ing a projection holds for singly clocked formulas. Recall that for multiply clocked
formulas, we wanted (and achieved) something different than a projection.

The clock operator does not add expressive power.

Theorem 8 ([26]). The logic consisting of LTL plus the @ operator is as expressive
as LTL.

The proof of Theorem 8 is by rewriting, thus direct treatment of the @ operator is
not required of a tool. However, it can be advantageous to do so, as shown by [56].

In LTL, [ f U g] can be defined as a least solution of the equation S = g_ ( f ^
X! S). In the semantics of Figure 8, there is a fixed point characterization if f and g
are themselves unclocked, because [ f U g]@c ⌘ (TRUE!^g)_ ( f ^X![ f U g])@c.
But if f and g contain clock operators, this equivalence no longer holds [26].

As shown in [29], this can be fixed by adding an alignment operator, X! 0, that
moves to the closest clock tick. The semantics of the alignment operator, adopted by
PSL and SVA and shown in Figure 9, gives the following fixed point characterization
of until under a clocked semantics.
1 Theorems 7 and 8 were stated and proved in [26]. Later, automated proofs of these theorems
were obtained after an embedding of the semantics of PSL into HOL [35].
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Let f be a formula in LTL extended with the clock operator @, and let w be a word over
S = 2P. For finite word w, let w is m clock ticks, for m > 0, denote that w 2 L((¬c⇤ ·c)[⇤m]).
Then, for i � 0:

• w |=c X! i f () 9 j < |w| s.t. w(0.. j) is i+1 clock ticks of c and w( j..) |=c f

Fig. 9 Generalizing the next operator [29], adopted by PSL1850-2010 [45] and SVA1800-2009 [47]

Theorem 9 ([29]). Let f and g be formulas of LTL augmented with the clock oper-
ator. Then:
[ f U g] is a least solution of the equation S = X!0 (g_ ( f ^X! S)
[ f W g] is a greatest solution of the equation S = X0 (g_ ( f ^X S)

3.2 Using a clock as a time sampling abstraction

The clock operator is a time sampling abstraction, and as such has uses other than
representing a hardware clock. For example, consider the property that consecutive
writes (signal write is asserted) cannot both be high priority writes (signal high is
asserted). Without the clock operator, this can be expressed as follows

G((write^high)! X [¬write W (write^¬high)]) (20)

However, that is quite cryptic. Using the clock operator, we can express it more
simply as:

G(high ! X ¬high)@write (21)

4 Hardware Resets and Other Sources of Truncated Paths

A path of a model M with transition relation R is a finite or infinite sequence of
states (s0,s1, · · ·sn) or (s0,s1, · · ·), such that each successive pair of states (si,si+1)
is an element of R. A path of model M is maximal if either it is infinite, or the last
state of the path has no successor in M.

Traditionally, the semantics of temporal logic is defined over infinite words cor-
responding to infinite paths in the model (see for example Chapter 2), and indeed
hardware is a reactive system, whose paths are intrinsically infinite. It turns out,
however, that hardware designers do find themselves needing to reason over finite
paths, specifically, over truncated paths – paths that are finite, but not necessarily
maximal.

The need to reason over truncated paths arises in several different contexts. In-
complete methods of verification, such as bounded model checking or dynamic ver-
ification, naturally reason over truncated paths. A hardware reset can also be under-
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Hardware Clocks

Theorem: 
The @ operator does not add expressive power             

Theorem: 
On singly clocked formulas @ has the effect of projection.       

Theorem: 
Strong until (U) and weak until (W)  

maintain their fix point  
characterization under the @ semantics  

[EFHMV03]

[EFHMV03]

[F07]
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req should always be answered by ack 
after 3 cycles unless rst was asserted 

G (req → XXX ack) reset rst

(req → XXX ack) W rst

req
ack
rst

Reset ca
ncels 

future
 

obligat
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Syntax  

Semantics  ??
?  
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w ⊧ φ reset b

⟺
w ⊧ φ

∃i . w(i) ⊧ b ∃w′�. w(0..i)w′ � ⊧ φ

Either

Or and

Perhaps

No!

(busy U (p ∧ ¬p)) reset b
For reasons similar to weak REs 

This formula should hold if busy holds up until b
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Let j and y be formulas of LTL extended with the RESET operator, let a and r be Boolean
expressions, and let w be a word over S = 2P.

• hw,a,ri |= p () w(0) a_ (p^¬r)
• hw,a,ri |= ¬j () hw,r,ai 6|= j
• hw,a,ri |= j ^y () hw,a,ri |= j and hw,a,ri |= y
• hw,a,ri |= X j () w(0) a or both w(0) / r and hw(1..),a,ri |= j
• hw,a,ri |= [j U y] () 9k < |w| s.t. hw(k..),a,ri |= y , and 8 j < k, hw( j..),a,ri |= j
• hw,a,ri |= j RESET b () hw,a_ (b^¬r),ri |= j

Fig. 11 The reset semantics [6, 4]

Theorem 10 ([4]). The satisfiability and model-checking problems for LTL plus the
reset operator under the reset semantics are PSPACE-complete.

The reset operator does not add expressive power. Automata construction for the
reset operator, as well as rewrite rules for translating LTL plus the reset operator into
LTL are given by [4].

Theorem 11 ([4]). The logic consisting of LTL plus the reset operator is as expres-
sive as LTL.

More insight into the reset semantics can be found in the next sub-section, which
shows two equivalent statements of the reset semantics.

4.2 Other Sources of Truncated Paths

The User’s Point of View Model checking is a tool, but not the only tool. Users
want a specification language that is equally relevant to every verification method in
their toolbox. Consider the property “every request must receive a grant, and once
asserted, the request signal must stay asserted until it receives its grant”. Typically
we would specify this in LTL as follows:

G(request ! X [request U grant]) (30)

However, when using an incomplete method of verification, such as bounded
model checking or simulation, the user has a decision to make. Is it possible that the
verification run will end in between a request and its grant, so that

G(request ! X [request W grant]) (31)

should be used instead?
The answer does not depend on the design under verification, but it does depend

on properties of the verification method. For instance, some simulation tests are
designed to continue until correct output can be confirmed, and then the answer is
that Formula 30 should be used. On the other hand, some tests have no “opinion” on

Hardware Resets
Semantics 

Let a be an accept signal 
and r a reject signal

Functional Specification of Hardware via Temporal Logic 17

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

p

q

rst

Fig. 10 Weak until vs. reset. Formula 28 does not hold, but Formula 29 does.

G(hi_rq !(gnt[! 1..2]�hi_dt)) RESET rst (27)

Semantic Issues Intuitively, the desired semantics of the reset operator is that up
until the reset condition, “nothing has yet gone wrong”. So, informally, we want
w |= j RESET b to hold iff j holds on w truncated at the first occurrence of b.
Before continuing, it is instructive to compare the desired semantics of the reset
operator with the semantics of the weak until operator. Consider

[(p ! XXX q) W rst] (28)

and
(G(p ! XXXq)) RESET rst (29)

on a word w such that p holds on (and only on) w(1), q holds on no letter, and
rst holds on (and only on) w(2). This is illustrated in Figure 10. Then Formula 28
does not hold on w, but we want that Formula 29 does hold on w. Thus the rst
in (G j) RESET rst can be thought of as “canceling future obligations of j”, as
opposed to [j W rst], in which the “obligations” of j may extend beyond the first
occurrence of rst.

It is tempting to define that j RESET b holds on w if j holds on w or if there
exist words u and v and letter ` such that b holds on `, w = u`v, and u has an
extension on which j holds. However, such a definition does not give us what we
want for reasons similar to those discussed in Section 2.3 regarding the definition
of weak regular expressions. For example, we would like [busy U FALSE] RESET b
to hold on a word where b holds on some letter and busy holds on every letter up
until the letter where b holds, but a definition that looks for an extension on which
[busy U FALSE] holds does not give us that. Furthermore, the complexity of model
checking using such a definition is non-elementary [4].

The solution of [6] was to add two contexts, the accept condition and the reject
condition. The resulting semantics is shown in Figure 11, and following [4], we term
these the reset semantics. A formula j holds in a model if hw, FALSE, FALSEi |= j
for every word in the model. The complexity of the reset semantics is no different
than that of LTL, as stated by Theorem 10.

[AFFG+02]
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Truncated Paths
The need

18 Cindy Eisner and Dana Fisman

Let j and y be formulas of LTL extended with the RESET operator, let a and r be Boolean
expressions, and let w be a word over S = 2P.

• hw,a,ri |= p () w(0) a_ (p^¬r)
• hw,a,ri |= ¬j () hw,r,ai 6|= j
• hw,a,ri |= j ^y () hw,a,ri |= j and hw,a,ri |= y
• hw,a,ri |= X j () w(0) a or both w(0) / r and hw(1..),a,ri |= j
• hw,a,ri |= [j U y] () 9k < |w| s.t. hw(k..),a,ri |= y , and 8 j < k, hw( j..),a,ri |= j
• hw,a,ri |= j RESET b () hw,a_ (b^¬r),ri |= j

Fig. 11 The reset semantics [6, 4]

Theorem 10 ([4]). The satisfiability and model-checking problems for LTL plus the
reset operator under the reset semantics are PSPACE-complete.

The reset operator does not add expressive power. Automata construction for the
reset operator, as well as rewrite rules for translating LTL plus the reset operator into
LTL are given by [4].

Theorem 11 ([4]). The logic consisting of LTL plus the reset operator is as expres-
sive as LTL.

More insight into the reset semantics can be found in the next sub-section, which
shows two equivalent statements of the reset semantics.

4.2 Other Sources of Truncated Paths

The User’s Point of View Model checking is a tool, but not the only tool. Users
want a specification language that is equally relevant to every verification method in
their toolbox. Consider the property “every request must receive a grant, and once
asserted, the request signal must stay asserted until it receives its grant”. Typically
we would specify this in LTL as follows:

G(request ! X [request U grant]) (30)

However, when using an incomplete method of verification, such as bounded
model checking or simulation, the user has a decision to make. Is it possible that the
verification run will end in between a request and its grant, so that

G(request ! X [request W grant]) (31)

should be used instead?
The answer does not depend on the design under verification, but it does depend

on properties of the verification method. For instance, some simulation tests are
designed to continue until correct output can be confirmed, and then the answer is
that Formula 30 should be used. On the other hand, some tests have no “opinion” on
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The reset operator does not add expressive power. Automata construction for the
reset operator, as well as rewrite rules for translating LTL plus the reset operator into
LTL are given by [4].

Theorem 11 ([4]). The logic consisting of LTL plus the reset operator is as expres-
sive as LTL.

More insight into the reset semantics can be found in the next sub-section, which
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The User’s Point of View Model checking is a tool, but not the only tool. Users
want a specification language that is equally relevant to every verification method in
their toolbox. Consider the property “every request must receive a grant, and once
asserted, the request signal must stay asserted until it receives its grant”. Typically
we would specify this in LTL as follows:
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However, when using an incomplete method of verification, such as bounded
model checking or simulation, the user has a decision to make. Is it possible that the
verification run will end in between a request and its grant, so that
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The answer does not depend on the design under verification, but it does depend

on properties of the verification method. For instance, some simulation tests are
designed to continue until correct output can be confirmed, and then the answer is
that Formula 30 should be used. On the other hand, some tests have no “opinion” on
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Truncated Paths
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Use Views!
The truncated semantics evaluates a formula  wrt. (i)  a path  
                                                                                                 (ii) a view 

A view is one of the three:  
{weak, neutral, strong}

Optimistic PessimisticRealistic

accepts if 
nothing bad 

happened so far

rejects if 
eventualities are 
not fulfilled
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Views for Truncated Paths

/⊧
/⊧

⊧

view in  {weak, neutral, strong}

?

(p p p p p p p , weak) ⊧ pUq
(p p p p p p p , neutral) ⊧ pUq
(p p p p p p p , strong) /⊧ pUq

Dynamic Verification

p p p p p p p ⊧ [p U q]
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The Truncated Semantics
w ∈ Σ∞

v ∈ { + , ⋅ , − }

⟨w, v⟩ ⊧ φ

φ

formula      holds on path      under the view  φ w v

⟨w, − ⟩ ⊧ φ

⟨w, ⋅ ⟩ ⊧ φ

⟨w, + ⟩ ⊧ φ

    holds weakly on  

    holds neutrally on  

    holds strongly on  

φ

φ

φ

w

w

w

Given a finite/infinite word               
           a view                                                                                   
          and a formula 
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Semantics

2.1 Semantics under the three views

The semantics of ELTL over truncated paths is given with respect to a path, a
word w 2 ⌃1 and a view v 2 {�, ·,+}, where � denote the weak view, · denotes
the the neutral view and + denotes the strong view. For a letter � 2 ⌃ and a
proposition p 2 AP we define � ||= p i↵ � 2 2AP and p 2 �. We use hw, vi |= '
to denote that ' is satisfied on the finite or infinite word w under the view v. If
hw,�i |= ' we say that ' holds weakly on w, if hw, ·i |= ' we say that ' holds
neutrally on w, and if hw,+i |= ' we say that ' holds strongly on w. For a view
v 2 {�, ·,+} we define v as follows:

v =

8
<

:

+ if v = �
· if v = ·
� if v = +

The truncated semantics of ELTL is defined as follows [?]:

hw, vi |= X i p () either |w| > i and w[i+ 1] ||= p
or v = � and if |w| > i then w[i+ 1] ||= p

hw, vi |= X i p () either |w| > i and w[i+ 1] ||= p
or v = � and if |w| > i then w[i+ 1] ||= p

hw, vi |= ¬' () hw, vi 6|= '

hw, vi |= '1 _ '2 () hw, vi |= '1 or hw, vi |= '2

hw, vi |= ['1 U'2] () 9k. hw[k..], vi |= '2 and 8j < k. hw[j..], vi |= '1

hw, vi |= ['T‹ b] () either hw, vi |= '

or 9j. hw[j], vi |= b and hw[..j�1],�i |= '

Note that in 9k, it may be that k > |w| in which case w[k..] = ✏. To see that
the semantics captures the intuition consider formula X 5 p. It holds weakly on
any path of length 4 or less, but it doesn’t hold strongly or neutrally on such
paths. The formula X

‹
5 p, on the other hand, holds on such paths under all views.

But clearly X
‹

5 p does not hold, not even weakly, on a path of length 6 where p
does not hold on the sixth letter. The formula G

‹
p holds weakly and neutrally

on every finite path where p holds all along, but it does not hold strongly on
any finite path. The formula F p holds weakly on all finite paths, and it holds
neutrally and strongly on every path where p holds at some point. The formula
[pU q] holds weakly on a finite path where p holds all along and q never holds,
but it does not hold neutrally or strongly on such paths, whereas the formula
[pW

f
q] holds on such paths under all views.

The T
‹

operator gives the ability to truncate a path, and evaluate the given
formula under the weak view (its less often used dual T gives the ability to the
truncate a path and evaluate the formula under the strong view). The formula
['T
‹
b] stipulates that either ' holds on the given path or b is satisfied somewhere

along the path and ' holds weakly on the path truncated at the point where b
first holds.

5

Complementary 
view
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5

Semantics:
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Semantics

2.1 Semantics under the three views
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[pU q] holds weakly on a finite path where p holds all along and q never holds,
but it does not hold neutrally or strongly on such paths, whereas the formula
[pW

f
q] holds on such paths under all views.

The T
‹

operator gives the ability to truncate a path, and evaluate the given
formula under the weak view (its less often used dual T gives the ability to the
truncate a path and evaluate the formula under the strong view). The formula
['T
‹
b] stipulates that either ' holds on the given path or b is satisfied somewhere

along the path and ' holds weakly on the path truncated at the point where b
first holds.

5

Semantics:

[EFHLMV03]
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Relation to Hardware resets

Theorem: 
        

                                                                              ⟨w, ⋅ ⟩ ⊧ φ reset b
⟺

⟨w, false, false⟩ ⊧ φ reset b

[EFHLMV03]

The reset semantics  
and 

the truncated semantics 
are equivalent !!!

Theorem: 
And these two are equivalent  

to the semantics with  
and  ⊤ ⊥

[EFHM05]
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The Strength Relation Theorem

Theorem 1 (The strength relation theorem [?]). Let ' be a formula of
ELTL.

w |=+ ' =) w |=· ' =) w |=� '

Theorem 2 (The prefix/extension theorem [?]). Let ' be a formula of
ELTL.

• w |=� ' () 8w0 � w. w0 |=� '

• w |=+ ' () 8w00 ⌫ w. w00 |=+ '

3 Extending ELTL with Regular Expressions

In PSL The logic RELTL, the core of PSL involving regular expressions, is an
extension of ELTL with weak regular expressions, strong regular expressions, and
the triggers (aka su�x implication) operator. The syntax is as follows.

' ::= X i p | ¬' | '1 _ '2 | ['1 U'2] | ['T‹ b] |
r ! ' | hri | h

e
ri
e

where r is a regular expressions.3

Triggers Intuitively, r ! ' (read r triggers ') holds on a word w if for every
prefix u of w that is in the language of r, the su�x starting from the last position
of u satisfies '. The semantics of the trigger operator is defined as follows.

w |=· r ! ' () 8i < |w|. if w[..i] 2 JrK then w[i..] |=· '

For instance, the property G
‹

((req · ¬ack⇤ · ack) ! F [1..3] gnt) stipulates that
if a request (req) was acknowledged (ack) then it should be granted (gnt) at
most 3 cycles after ack was received.

The triggers operators was added to PSL for ease of use. Indeed, the vast
majority of properties written in PSL uses the trigger operator. On top of this,
the triggers operator adds expressiveness. While the expressive power of LTL
is that of the star-free !-regular languages, the expressive power of LTL aug-
mented with the triggers operator is that of the full !-regular languages [?,?].
For instance, the property “p holds on every even position” that cannot be artic-
ulated as a star-free !-regular language [?], can be stated by the RELTL formula
(true · true)⇤ ! p.

3 To be a bit more precise, PSL uses semi-extended regular expressions (SERE). These
are regular expressions extended with the intersection operator. We leave this detail
out since it is orthogonal to the discussion here.

7

Holds strongly Holds neutrally Holds weakly

Holds strongly

Holds neutrally

Holds weakly (pending)

Fails

Degrees of 
Satisfaction 

[EFHLMV03]
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The Prefix/Extension Theorem

Theorem 1 (The strength relation theorem [?]). Let ' be a formula of
ELTL.

w |=+ ' =) w |=· ' =) w |=� '

Theorem 2 (The prefix/extension theorem [?]). Let ' be a formula of
ELTL.

• w |=� ' () 8w0 � w. w0 |=� '

• w |=+ ' () 8w00 ⌫ w. w00 |=+ '

3 Extending ELTL with Regular Expressions
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e
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Triggers Intuitively, r ! ' (read r triggers ') holds on a word w if for every
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of u satisfies '. The semantics of the trigger operator is defined as follows.

w |=· r ! ' () 8i < |w|. if w[..i] 2 JrK then w[i..] |=· '
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most 3 cycles after ack was received.

The triggers operators was added to PSL for ease of use. Indeed, the vast
majority of properties written in PSL uses the trigger operator. On top of this,
the triggers operator adds expressiveness. While the expressive power of LTL
is that of the star-free !-regular languages, the expressive power of LTL aug-
mented with the triggers operator is that of the full !-regular languages [?,?].
For instance, the property “p holds on every even position” that cannot be artic-
ulated as a star-free !-regular language [?], can be stated by the RELTL formula
(true · true)⇤ ! p.

3 To be a bit more precise, PSL uses semi-extended regular expressions (SERE). These
are regular expressions extended with the intersection operator. We leave this detail
out since it is orthogonal to the discussion here.
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7

Holds weakly Holds weakly on 

all prefixes

Holds strongly Holds strongly 

on all extensions

[EFHLMV03]
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What makes a spec lang good?

Expressiveness

Succinctness

GoodTools

Reasonable 
Complexity for 
Required Algs.

Readability
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Complexity
Lesson 14 - outline Automata and Logic on Infinite Objects D. Fisman

2.1 Summary of complexity results of satisfiability for declarative formalisms
Formalisms expressive as star-free !-regular languages:

LTL PSPACE-complete [?]
Formalisms expressive as !-regular languages:

S1S non-elementary [?]
QPTL non-elementary [?]
corePSL PSPACE-complete [?]
PSL EXPSPACE-complete [?]

LTL
corePSL PSL QPTL,S1S

PSPACE-
complete

EXPSPACE-
complete non-elemntary

star-free !-regular:
!-regular:

Complexity of the Satisfiability Problem

Thus, by augmenting LTL with the operator r !' we get (a) a logic which is as expressive as the full !-regular languages
(rather than just the star-free !-regular languages as LTL is) (b) a logic that doesn’t use explicit quantifiers as do QPTL and S1S
(and with the same expressive power as QPTL and S1S) and (c) a logic whose satisfiability can be checked in PSPACE, which is a
tremendous improvement compared to the non-elementary complexity of S1S and QPTL.

3 Muller Automata
3.1 Definition and Example
1. The last acceptance criteria for !-automata we’ll see isMuller automata.
2. It is the most general one, and the sharptest.

3. It will help us complete the picture of expressive power.

4. DEF.
AMuller automaton is a tupleM = (⌃, Q, q0, �,↵)where the acceptance condition↵ is a set of set of states↵ = {F1, . . . , Fk}
where Fi ✓ Q for all 1  i  k.

5. A run r of a Muller automaton is accepting i� Inf(r) 2 ↵. That is, if the set of states visited infinitely often by the run r is
exactly one of the sets Fi specified in ↵.

6. For example, consider the following DMWsM1 andM2 defined over the same structure.

M1 := {{0}, {1}}

M2 := {{0, 1}}
0 1

b

a

a

b

We have that [M1] = (a+ b)⇤(a! + b
!) and [M2] = b

⇤(a+b+)!

3

 
 

S1S
cor

ePSL

QPTL
PSL

LTL

[BH06]
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Looking for subsets with better complexity

General  
LTL formula

φ

Safety  
LTL formula

φ

M × B¬φ

Check fo
r fair 

cycles

M × N¬φ

Reachability

Buchi 

Automaton

Emptiness

NFA recog
nizing 

bad prefixes also go
od 

for 

simulation

Emptiness

2O(n)
22O(n)

22Ω( n)

[VW86] [KV99]
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Let    be safety formula.
φ

φA bad prefix for    is a finite word w  
all of whose extensions violate. 

An informative bad prefix for    is bad prefix w  
that provides enough information to explain violation of   . 

φ
φ

all its bad prefixes 
are informative 

XXp

None of its bad prefixes 
is informative 

FGp ∧ FG ¬p

[KV99]
Looking for subsets with better complexity
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Complexity of Safety Formulas

General  
LTL formula

φ

Safety  
LTL formula

φ

B¬φ N¬φ

Buchi 

Automaton
NFA recognizing 

bad prefixes

2O(n)
22Ω( n)

[VW86]
[KV99]

N′�¬φ

2O(n)

NFA recognizing 
informative 

prefixes

Can we suffi
ce 

with recog
nizing 

informative 

prefixes
?
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Classification to Safety Formulas

A formula is intentionally safe if  
all its bad prefixes are informative.

[KV99]

A formula is accidentally safe if 
every computation that violates it 
has an informative prefix.

A formula is pathologically safe if 
there is a computation that violates it 
and has no informative prefixes.
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Classification to Safety Formulas
and the truncated semantics 

Theorem: 
Let     be an LTL formula 

and w a finite non-non-empty word.                 
Then w is an informative prefix for     

iff           w ⊧− φ

φ

[EFHMV03]
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The Simple Subset

A set of safety formulas defined syntactically 
Functional Specification of Hardware via Temporal Logic 23

Let b be a Boolean expression and r a regular expression. Then RLTLlv consists of the formulas
defined by the following grammar:

j ::= b | j ^j | X j | (b^j)_ (¬b^j) | [(b^j) W (¬b^j)] | r ! j

Fig. 15 RLTLlv, a syntactic subset of LTL extended with suffix implication (see Section 2.1)

5 The Simple Subset

In Section 4.3 we saw a subset of safety formulas that are computationally easy
to verify, relative to all of LTL. Finding a syntactic subset for which simulation
and model checking is guaranteed to be even more efficient was the intention of
the simple subset of PSL, defined in [44, 45]. Figure 15 shows RLTLlv, a syntactic
subset of LTL extended with suffix implication (see Section 2.1), defined in [10] and
subsuming the fragment of the simple subset that uses only weak operators. The lv
of RLTLlv stands for linear violation, and as we shall see below, formulas of RLTLlv

can be model checked using an NFA that is linear in the size of the formula, rather
than exponential as for arbitrary non-pathologically safe formulas.

Intuitively, time flows from left to right through formulas in the simple sub-
set, and syntactically every temporal binary operator has only one non-temporal
operand. In this respect, the simple subset shares much in common with the subset
of RCTL formulas that can be model checked using invariance checking [8] (RCTL
is an extension of CTL with suffix implication). It is also reminiscent of the syn-
tactic subset LTLdet of LTL described by [57], in which every formula that can be
expressed in both LTL and ACTL has an equivalent. In fact, the restriction of PSL’s
simple subset to LTL formulas is a subset of LTLdet .

While the motivation in [57] was expressiveness, it was also shown there that
formulas in LTLdet have a 1-weak Büchi automaton of linear size, where a 1-weak
Büchi automaton is a Büchi automaton in which every strongly connected com-
ponent is a singleton. The structure of 1-weak Büchi automata make them more
efficiently checkable than general Büchi automata [12, 61], making formulas in the
simple subset more efficiently checkable than formulas not in the subset.

Theorem 20 ([57]). Let j be an LTLdet formula of size n. There exists a 1-weak
Büchi automaton of size O(n) recognizing [[j]].

The analogous result for RLTLlv provides the promised efficiency for both simu-
lation and model checking:

Theorem 21 ([10]). Let j be an RLTLlv formula of size n. There exists an NFA of
size O(n) recognizing the informative prefixes of j .

satisfying that they have an NFA for

 informative prefixes of size O(n)

PSL LTL
ACTLSafety
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The Simple Subset

General  
LTL formula

φ

Safety  
LTL formula

φ

B¬φ N¬φ

Buchi 
Automaton NFA recognizing 

bad prefixes

2O(n) 22Ω( n)

[VW86]
[KV99]

N′�¬φ

2O(n)

NFA recognizing 
informative 

prefixes

Simple Subset 
 formula

φ

NFA recognizing 
informative 

prefixes

N′�¬φ

O(n)
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What makes a spec lang good?

Expressiveness

Succinctness

GoodTools

Reasonable 
Complexity for 
Required Algs. Rigorous

Sanity ChecksTheorems

Complexity
Relations to 

other formalisms

Topological 
relations Translation  

to HOL

Algebraic 
Properties

Abstractions
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One-to-one correspondence


Hyper Properties


Quantitative properties


Triggering procedural code from within a formula


Separation of Concerns

!65

Open Issues

More Expressive 
Power
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Thank you for listening !
Comments / Questions ? 

Now let’s define  
a spec lang for 

modern CPS !


